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In the ancient Near East, the gods were attributed with the ability to control the world and its creatures. When incensed by some human act, they were understood to decree doom on an individual or a nation. Yet certain ancient Near Eastern texts depict human intercessors warding off such decreed disaster on behalf of the targeted victims. I call this process “apotropaic intercession.” In this article I explore two approaches to apotropaic intercession depicted in ancient Near Eastern literature. My main focus is on a genre of Mesopotamian ritual texts known as namurbû (plural of namurbû). At the end I compare the very different approach depicted in narratives from the Hebrew Bible, particularly the Torah, to illustrate the type of intercessory prayer favored in biblical narratives.

The namurbû

Had you lived in Mesopotamia circa 650 BCE, you would have done well to shy away from dogs urinating in your vicinity. Too close an encounter would result in something far worse than a damp leg: a divine message that your personal deities, enraged at some offense, had decreed your doom. The very receipt of this omen would contaminate you with a germ of evil that, left alone, would blossom into the predicted destruction of you and your household.¹ But all would not be lost so long as you could afford the help of
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an exorcist. Such an individual
had access to scores of counter-
rituals, the namburbû, including
one warding off the evil foretold
by this very circumstance.
The exorcist would guide you
through a sacrificial ritual in
which you supplicated Šamaš, god of justice:2

24b Šamaš, king of heaven
(and) earth, judge of upper
and lower realms
25 light of the gods, ruler of
humanity,
26 judge of the cases of the
great gods,
27a I turn to you, I seek
you out. Among the gods,
command (my) life!
28 May the god[s] who
are with you speak in my
favor!
29 B[ecause of] this dog
which has urinated
30 [on m]e, I am afraid,
31 [gloomy], and
depressed.
32 Make [the evil] of this
dog pass me by,
33 [So that] I may
proclai[m] your [glo]ry!

You and the exorcist would then
formally transfer the evil already
infecting you onto a clay image
of the dog, using the following
speech:

36 I have assigned you
[as] my [substit]ute. I
have assigned you as my
replacement.
37 [I have sloughed off
every evil] of my body
onto y[ou].
38 [I have sloughed off
every evil of my flesh
on[to you].
39 [I have sloughed off
every evil of my form
on[to you].
40 [I have sloughed off
every evil before m[e] and
be[hind me] onto y[ou].

Proceeding to a riverbank, you
would make additional offerings
and toss the figurine into the
water, appealing to the divinized
river thus:

43 …You, River, are
creator of a[l]l.
44 I am so-and-so son of
so-and-so, whose god is
so-and-so (and) whose
goddess is so-and-so.
45 This [d]og urinated on
me
46 so that I am afraid and
depressed.
47-48a Ju[st as] this image
cannot return to its place
48b May its evil not
approach! [May it not]
come near! May it not
press upon (me)!
49 [May it not] reach
[me]! May the evil of [this
dog move away from my
person!
50 E]very day] let [me
c]all blessings on you!
51 May those who w[itness
me] proclaim your [glory]
for eternity!
52 …Take that dog [down]
into the deep!
53 [Do] n[ot] let it [go]!
Take it dow[n] into your
deep!
54 Remo[ve] the evi[l] of
the dog from my body
55 [You] bestow delights;
grant me health!

After taking a different route
home and visiting a tavern
(the final ritual requirement),
you would return to your daily
routine, satisfied that normal
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relations had been restored between you and your personal deities—at least until the next bad omen came along.

How the namburbû worked

In the ancient Near East, the gods were understood to provide messages to humanity through multiple media, including the stars, the formation of animals’ internal organs, overheard human speech, lots, and prophetic utterances—all of which can be subsumed under the general category of “divination.” In general, access to divine messages reduced people’s sense of risk. The information provided by divination gave people the hope that they could align their choices with the gods’ will, providing some sense of safety or control. Omens of disaster, of course, had the opposite effect. As the namburbi above describes, divine decrees of doom could cause fear, gloom, and depression.

In Babylonia and Neo-Assyria, the namburbû served as a kind of escape valve in the event of a bad omen. To understand how namburbû operated, we need to revise the notion of “decree.” As Francesca Rochberg argues, Mesopotamians did not see such decrees as irreversible but rather as subject to revision. With an exorcist acting as intercessor, the affected individual could appeal to a “higher court”:

the high gods Šamaš, Ea, and Marduk (the last sometimes called Asalluḫi). Whereas an individual’s personal deities, angered at some offense, might abandon their protégé, leaving him or her subject to a variety of evils, the high gods could be supplicated to alter the decree.³

The longer namburbû of the type illustrated above are ritual texts containing oral and manual rites. As in the example shown earlier, the targeted person throws himself on the mercy of the high gods who are imagined as participating in a divine council. In exchange the person promises worship. In many namburbû, the deified river is then asked to help dispose of the evil, and promised worship in return. Notice that the sample text does not include any argument that the targeted individual was unjustly treated. Nor does the targeted person appear contrite. Although Mesopotamian penitential prayers and rituals existed, few namburbû refer to the victim’s offense.

Many acts and statements in the namburbû resemble practices in Mesopotamian texts depicting the supplication of human authorities. These include placating authorities with gifts, approaching them with praise, and using figures of speech such as “I grasp your hem” (absent in this particular text). But some of the utterances in the namburbû appear to be more than ordinary persuasive speech. In lines 36-40 of the example above, the targeted person, probably repeating the exorcist’s words, uses speech along with manual rites to transfer the evil from himself or herself onto a figurine of the dog.⁷ These words are not framed as an appeal to the gods. Nor would ordinary human speech, on its own, have been understood as able to remove such evil or impurity, viewed as a real and quasi-tangible state in Mesopotamia. Rather, the words “I have sloughed off every evil from my body onto you” should be understood as magically effective when performed by the right person in the right ritual context.⁸

Other utterances in this namburbi seem to share qualities of both magical and ordinary speech. Verses 47-49 constitute what anthropologist Stanley J. Tambiah called “a persuasive analogy”:⁹

47 Ju[st as] this image cannot return to its place
48b May its evil not approach! [May it not] come near! May it not press upon (me)!
49 [May it not] reach [me]!

Persuasive analogies are found in many magical utterances in Mesopotamian, Hittite,
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and other cultures both inside
and outside the ancient Near
East. They consist of two
elements: an explicit or
implicit comparison between
two situations or elements,
followed by a wish-statement.
The comparison here refers
to the clay figurine of the
dog, which is incapable of
returning to its original source
(presumably the riverbank
from which its clay came).
Just so, the analogy argues,
the evil should be incapable
of returning to the person it
had previously contaminated,
but who had transferred the
evil to the figurine itself. The
wish-statement consists of a
string of petitions, apparently
to the god addressed in the
namburbi’s opening formula,
and so could be considered
a prayer or plea intended to
persuade the god. Yet rather
than appealing to compassion or
divine self-interest, the petitions
are supported by an analogy—a
magical technique. Persuasive
analogies in the namburbû thus
combine features of rhetoric (in
that they are phrased as petitions
to the gods) and magic. Such
a combination obfuscates the
mode by which they might have
been understood to operate.
Were they believed to work
because they appealed to the
gods (persuasion), or because
they produced the desired
effect directly when spoken in
the correct ritual environment
(magic)? Since magic, by
its nature, partakes of the
mysterious, such obfuscation
might help to explain the
popularity of formulas like this
one.

The oral rites in the namburbû
thus use multiple modalities to
overturn the decree. They appeal
to divine compassion and self-
interest, promising praise in
return for help. They use fixed
magical formulae in transferring
impurity from the individual to
the figurine. In addition, they
blend magic with persuasion
in persuasive analogies.
Although Mesopotamians did
not necessarily believe that such
rituals would always succeed,
the tablets themselves assert that
the evil would be averted.

This notion that divinely-
decreed doom was potentially
reversible was in fact present
in a number of ancient Near
Eastern and Mediterranean
cultures. Counter-rituals against
bad omens, or references to
them, appear in Hittite and
Roman literature. The Hebrew
Bible contains twelve depictions
of apotropaic intercession
containing direct discourse by
divine intercessors. In the
remainder of this article I will
explore some of the differences
between apotropaic intercession
in the namburbû and in biblical
texts.
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Apotropaic Intercession in the Hebrew Bible

In the Hebrew Bible, apotropaic intercession appears in narrative, not ritual texts. Examples include the stories of Abraham arguing with YHWH over the fate of Sodom (Genesis 18:23-32), Moses’ supplication atop Mt. Sinai after the people have constructed a golden calf (Exodus 32:11-14), and the prophet Amos’s appeals when presented with horrifying visions of Israel’s destruction (Amos 7:1-6). In most of these stories, the character YHWH speaks directly, and the intercessor responds in kind. Because of the Bible’s monotheistic theology, we no longer see high gods asked to override the decisions of personal deities, but rather a single deity asked to change his mind. Additionally, the intercessor typically advocates on behalf of a group, rather than an individual and his household. The group is targeted because some or all of them have sinned.

Elsewhere, biblical texts often portray the deity as willing to overturn decreed doom if the people change their ways. But in the apotropaic intercessory texts the topic of personal change is not addressed. Instead, what matters is the communication between the intercessor and the deity. These efforts are shown as frequently but not universally successful.

In biblical apotropaic intercession, a well-known character—typically Moses, Aaron, Abraham, or a prophet—pleads or argues with the deity to relinquish his plan to destroy the targeted group. For example, the prophet Amos, when shown a vision of destruction, says, “Please, my lord YHWH, desist! How can Jacob (i.e., Israel) stand? He is so small!” (Amos 7:5). As in the namburbû rites, the intercessor rarely dwells on the people’s sins but rather appeals to the deity’s mercy, self-interest, or sense of himself as a just and compassionate God. Yet compared to the namburbû, biblical intercessors more commonly use reasoned arguments. Abraham bargains with the biblical deity to save Sodom if even a few of its inhabitants are innocent, demanding, “Shall the Judge of all the earth not act justly?” (Genesis 18:27). Moses pleads with the deity to spare the Israelites after they worship a golden calf, arguing in part that YHWH should keep his promises to his people, and that the neighbors will think ill of him if he destroys them (Exodus 32:11-13). None of these utterances incorporates persuasive analogies or other clear evidence of magical speech. They show the intercessors relying wholly on their own rhetorical skill and relationship with the deity.

The omission of magical (or magical-sounding) speech from biblical apotropaic intercession appears to be a conscious theological choice on the part of the biblical writers and editors. Apparently they did not wish to portray the deity as subject to manipulation in the form of incantations. We have evidence of this attitude in Joshua 10:12-14. In that episode (which is not apotropaic intercession), Joshua uses rhythmic, poetic speech to direct the sun and moon to stand still in order to increase the chance of Israelite military victory. The deity cooperates and stalls the heavenly movements. Nonetheless, the biblical editors seemed uncomfortable with the implication that YHWH responds to incantations, for the narrator immediately comments, “there has never been such a day before or since when YHWH heeded the words spoken by a man.”

Conclusion

The notion that the gods communicated their will to humanity was central to the religions and cultures of the ancient Near East—including the cultures in which the Hebrew Bible was composed and edited. While generally reassuring, this belief in divine communication could raise anxieties when the gods were
understood to threaten doom. In Mesopotamia in the first millennium BCE, a genre of ritual texts called the nambrû allowed trained exorcists to counteract the risk with a combination of persuasive and magical speech and manual rites. In the Hebrew Bible, however, the means of warding off divinely-threatened doom is presented as petitionary prayer backed up by logical arguments; the stories present YHWH as reversing his decrees based on the rhetorical skill of selected intercessors. The Hebrew Bible, of course, should not necessarily be seen as attesting to actual Israelite practices in this regard. Composed over a thousand-year period, it presents the world through the theological lenses of its writers and editors. In the key locations discussed above, these writers eschewed the type of magical speech found in the nambrû. Yet the religious views found in these Mesopotamian and biblical texts converged in an important regard. Both allow humans the opportunity to influence divine decision-making, even to the point of overturning divine decrees of doom.

Endnotes

2 The oral rites included here are my translations of excerpts from KAR 64 as collated by Stefan M. Maul in Zukunftsbewältigung: Eine Untersuchung altorientalischen Denkens anhand der babylonisch-assyrischen Löserrituale (Namburbi), Baghdader Forschungen 18 (Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 1994), 316-19.
5 Maul, Zukunftsbewältigung, 60.
7 According to Maul, this oral rite was accompanied by a manual rite in which water was poured over the kneeling individual, spilling onto the figurine. Zukunftsbewältigung, 321 n.56.
11 Such assertions appear in the introduction or conclusion of nambrû tablets.
13 These include Genesis 18:23-32; Exodus 32:11-14 and 32:31-32; Deuteronomy 9:26-29; Numbers 14:13-19 and 16:22; 2 Samuel 24:17; Ezekiel 9:8 and 11:13; Amos 7:1-6 (2 examples); and 1 Chronicles 21:17.
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